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On Bounds for the Norm of Certain Symmetric 
Projections with a Finite Carrier 
Let C[- I, I] denote the space of real valued and continuous functions in 
the interval [- 1 j I] (endowed with the sup-norm) and let Il, be the subspace 
of algebraic polynomials of degree at most M (II 1.:~ 0). By P we denote a 
bounded linear map: P : C[- I, I] + IJT, . Additionally we assume that 
P is idempotent (i.e., P 2 P). Such an operator P will be called a prqjwtion. 
The general form of a projection is known (see, e.g., [6]). An important class 
of projections are the so-called pr’~jwtion.s n~‘thfinit~ carrier [3] given by the 
formula 
(1.1) 
where ,f‘~ C[- I, I], ~- 1 ‘ _ t,, < t, K ‘.’ c t,,, .s: 1, and ~9, ED,, (i =m= 0. 
I,..., m; 1~1 z n). We say that the projection (1.1) is carried by the nodal set 
:/ii (i ~- 0, I,..., m). The condition P - P forces the following equalil:ies fat 
the polynomials J‘, (see, e.g., [6]) 
z, ti”:ri(t) =:-: tl (k = 0, I )... ~ n). (1.2) 
The so called Lcher~ue.futl~tiotl 
is connected with the above projection P. It is known that ~ P = l1 A, 11% . 
Let R : Cl- 1, I] -* 17,, be an arbitrary projection (in particular may be 
R mm~ P). The elementary but important inequality 
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holds. From this it is obvious that the accuracy of approximation off’by ,?f 
depend\ on the norm of the projection R. f-he yuanrity bounding from above 
the error ’ ,f f?f :, is small if ,’ R is amall. Hence we see that the informa- 
tion on the norm of the projection is very important. It also known [7] that 
for the above projection R is 1, R (2/d) log n a I). 
Let i‘;’ denote the class of all pro.jectiona from C[ I, I] onto fl, The 
projection R T ,T IS called a ttlinirt:cr/pt.l!;cc,tiotl if the inequality R R 
holds for all R E 2.‘. 
Let (7 be a subclass of. ,T ’ containing the projections of the form (I. I) fat 
which the symmetry conditions 
Pfb%t) pf( s)( --I j (s. t E [ --I, I], ( I .3) 
hold. Every such projection will he called a s~~rrlnlrf~ic~ projection t~?th ,finitc, 
carrier (SPFC). 
Now we assume that 111 II I. 
In this note some bounds for the norm of the minimal SPFC P with nodal 
set the extrema of the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind are given. 
For simplicity set 
( I .4) 
7ii 
f, (-():, - ~~ . . 0. I..... II 1 ). ( I .5) 
I1 l] ‘i 
It is known [I] that 
A,, (2/z) log /I O(l). 
The proof of the following theorem is postponed to Section 4. 
(1.6) 
x,, :P, h ,/ ’ I (1.7) 
where h, i.s girw bv ( I .4). Hence. by rirtw of( I .6), P I - (2/n) log 17. 
in the proof of this theorem an important role is played by the so-called 
oprrrtor of (kc> In Vnfl& Poussir7 [4] described in Section 2. 
For the function .fcl C[ I. I] and u 2 distinct point\, ii,; ( I T,, 
t , c: ‘.’ r’ I,, , ” I) we denote by A the operator- the v:tlue of \\hich i\ the 
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nth optimal (in sup-norm) polynomial for the functionfon the above set (tj:. 
It is known that A is a projection with value given by the formula 
(2.2) 
(see, e.g., [j]). 
For the nodes (1.5) the projection A may be written in the following 
form ([7]) 
(where 7; and r/, denote the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and ?;,econd 
kinds. respectively). 
3. THE CONNEUION BETWEEN THE PROJECTIONS A AYD P 
Recently [5] for the projections A and P the following result was obtained 
where the numbers 8, are given by (2.2). 
Let the polynomials ,~i be written in the following way 
J’j(t) = 2 &it’ (j -2 0, I,..., I? _L I). 
I 4, 
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Further let 7, ,sgj =. y,(O). With the above notations we see that pro- 
jection (I. I ) is symmetric if 
and 
.s, , .‘7.n / I- , for i even, 
(3.3) 
.~ .~,.,,I. / for iodd 
(i 0, I,.... 17; j 0. 1 . . . . . II 1 ). 
In virtue of (3.3) and the above notations we have 
T, T,, ,-, (.; := 0. I (...’ n I ). 13.4) 
From (2.2) we obtain sgn ‘1, (- - I )’ I. For u even it follows from (2.2) th:tt 
sgn 8, -- (--I)’ (,j 0. I,..., ti ! I). Hence and from (3.4) is 
and now A,(O) -7 ‘il T, A,(O). 
, 0 
The above lemma will be used in Section 4. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We probe first the left inequality of (1.7). For II even 7’?, >(O) 0 and 
11’,,(O) I. Hence in virtue of Lemma 3. I and (2.3) we have 
It is obvious that the inequality A,, f-’ holds for every projection 3atih- 
fying the assumptions of the our theorem. In particular we have .I, 1’ 
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Now we prove the second inequality of (1.7). From (2.3) we see that 
projection .4 is a symmetric projection (A E CT), From the definition of a 
minimal projection we have (1 P (1 < ‘( A jl . In the recent paper [2] the authors 
proved that ‘I A 1’ .< t\,L : 1. Hence the result. 
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